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HOW TO EXPRESS CONSEQUENCE. / TOO – ENOUGH.

Mark is very shy; as a consequence, he finds it difficult to meet new people.
as a result,
consequently
como consecuencia, por lo tanto
thus, Therefore por esa razón
this is why
Mark is so shy that he finds it difficult to meet new people (So + adj/adverb)
Mark has so much shyness that he finds it difficult to meet new people
Mark is such a shy man that he finds it difficult to meet new people
(such (a/an) + adjective + noun).
enough + noun
Mark is too shy to meet new people ( too + adj/adverb)
Adj
/Adverb.
+ enough
Mark is not outgoing enough to meet new people
Mark hasn’t got enough friendliness to meet new friends.
Phil can’t carry that suitcase because it’s really heavy.
1.- That suitcase is really heavy; this is why Phil can`t carry it.
2.- That suitcase is so heavy that Phil can`t carry it
3.- Phil has such a heavy suitcase that he can’t carry it.
4.- That suitcase weighs so much that Phil can’t carry it.
5.- That suitcase is too heavy for Phil to carry it.
6.- Phil is not strong enough to carry that suitcase.
7.- Phil hasn’t got enough strength to carry that suitcase.
NOW IT’S YOUR TURN……… Try to write as many sentences as you can by using different structures
and without changing the meaning.
1. Macario cannot find a girlfriend because he’s very ugly and impolite
2. Paco’s house is very small and 3 people can’t live it.
3. The car is very expensive . We can’t afford it.

SO/ SUCH(A)
1.- She’s got an excellent English accent. Everyone always comments on it
(so) HER ENGLISH ACCENT IS SO EXCELLENT THAT EVERYONE ALWAYS COMMENTS ON IT
(such)SHE’S GOT SUCH AN EXCELLENT ENGLISH ACCENT THAT EVERYONE ALWAYS..
2.- Bali has beautiful temples. Tourists from all over the world come to see them
(so) BALI’S TEMPLES ARE SO BEAUTIFUL THAT TOURISTS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD..
(such) BALI HAS SUCH BEAUTIFUL TEMPLES THAT TOURISTS FROM ……………..
3.- She plays tennis very good. As a consequence, she’s won a lot of tournaments
(so) HER TENNIS IS SO GOOD THAT SHE’S WON A LOT OF TOURNAMENTS
(such) SHE HAS SUCH A GOOD TENNIS THAT SHE’S WON A LOT OF TOURNAMENTS
TOO/ ENOUGH

1.- He is very young and he can’t drive yet
(too) HE’S TOO YOUNG TO DRIVE
(enough) HE’S NOT OLD ENOUGH TO DRIVE
2.- She’s not experienced, so she won’t get the job
(too) SHE’S TOO UNEXPERIENCED TO GET THE JOB
(enough) SHE ISN’T EXPERIENCED ENOUGH TO GET THE JOB
(enough) SHE HASN’T ENOUGH EXPERIENCE TO GET THE JOB.
3.- My sister is very young and she shouldn’t watch horror films
(too)MY SISTER IS TOO YOUNG TO WATCH HORROR FILMS..
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